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Action Items 

    AI - Beth/Ed. Josh should know analysis of phase function data is falling into in his lap, Beth 

will help figure out the observational parameters. 

    AI - Ed. Need to capture the observational requirements as part of the data product 

descriptions. Ed will work out details with Bill 

    AI - Carl will develop chart based on his October Phase function telecon that show proposed 

additional observations. 

    AI - Carl/Beth. Let Bill know we need to get a requirement for 0 phase angle observations. 

Make sure something gets over to Flight Dynamics. 

    AI - Carl. Look into the filter cadence (given new timing constraints) with the lightcurves, to 

make sure that original plans still work. 

    AI - Carl. Check and Update the Algorithm Descriptions and Data Product Descriptions. 

    AI - Ed Need to check on the status of a SPOC/FDS ICD. 

    AI - Ed to Ron Mink/SPOC SE. If we are going to do an OPIE on natural satellite search, then 

we should have the ICDs to support. 

    AI - Ed. There is an Natural Satellite ICD as a stub to work off. Needs an OIA and some 

additional work with details of the data delivered. 

    AI - Carl. Let Bill know about the need to firm up a set of redundant observations  for the 

natural satellite search. Reduces risk of a Coronal Mass Ejections (for instance) causing 

problems plus additional observations will provide longer arcs in the event there is a detection. 

    AI - Carl. Chat with Bashar to follow up about getting EGA observations to calibrate internal 

reflections of OCAMS 

    AI - Carl. Check with Bashar on cosmic ray removal and bad pixel masks, ask about 

calibrations for bad pixels. Need soome observations to get the current state of the detector. 

    AI - Ed/Beth. Need a to identify a backup scientists for APWG Work 

    AI - Hammond. APWG will use web to access observations in the repository, and he will 

work into the conops. 

    AI - Roberto/Carl. Update the data flow diagram (eliminate ephemeris. orbit, add dust) and 

colorize to show the critical vs long term science 

 

 

 

 



APWG System Engineering Flow (Needs Update in Core) 

 

 

Photograph of the Bond Update Notes made during the TAWG Meeting in September, 2015 

 


